
Games to play online for engagement, connection, and fun 

Tips for playing games online 
• Stand up
• Ask the group to stand
• Use visuals

Slips of paper:
-Titles of the games
-Participants names

• Sprinkle games throughout meetings
If you’ve watched my videos you’ll see that I am doing 6 – 8 games altogether in one
hour. This is for the purposes of teaching teachers as many games as possible in as short a
time as possible. For your students these games are best done to energize, to focus
attention, and to give variety of activity, movement, and thinking.

• Establish a circle
Many games involve having a pattern of movement between the players. In-person this is
done by standing in a circle and passing in order of the circle. Online this can be done a
couple of ways:

o Alphabetical order by first name – If the group size is small enough (16 or less),
then the group can self-organize and the members can follow each other in the
order of the alphabet by first name.

o Order can be typed and listed in the chat – The leader can type in the chat the
order to follow. Members can then reference it there to know when it is their turn.

o Also see the game “Here, Catch” for establishing a pattern order.
• Students lead the games

After a game has been introduced and played, then for the next time, the students can
choose which games to play again. They can then lead the group in the game, including
the reflection discussion.

File with video of some of the games. The minute marks are indicated under the game 
header: 
VMA - Improvisational Play for Engagement, Agreement, and Transformation - Lisa 
Thauvette.mp4

Contact: Lisa Thauvette
Lisa@tiltthink.com
www.tiltthink.com 
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WARM UPS 

Show Yourself If… 
How to play 

Everyone shuts off their video camera. The leader makes a statement (“Show yourself 
if…you are left-handed). For whomever the statement is true, they turn on their video. 
The group gets to learn about each other and learn what everyone has in common, or is 
extra-ordinary about each other. Other group members can contribute statements. 

Variation 
Fast or slow - This can be played as a quick warm-up, as described above, or it can be 
played more slowly to invoke conversation. With the slow version you can go through 8 
– 10 statements in about 6 – 7 minutes. In the slow version you may only do three
statements. With each statement, pause once everyone for whom the statement is true has
their camera on and ask some questions to learn the background.
Examples:

Fast version - Show yourself if… 
You drink coffee, instead of tea 
You were born in the month of (the current month) 
You are the youngest of your siblings 

Slow version – Show yourself if… 
You have a scar on your knee  
You have sworn in the past 24 hours 
You have chocolate stashed in your office/classroom somewhere 

Ideas and Usefulness 
Good warm-up - This is a good warm-up activity for a new group getting to know each 
other. It is also good for a large group, since there it does not require talking (in the fast 
version). 
Inquiring Thinking – Once the group has played this game of couple of times, have the 
group members make up their own statements. This is a good exercise for students to 
think in an inquiring fashion. Which statements elicit a few, but not all participants? 
Which statements uncovered something new and surprising for the group? 

In Person 
The group stands in a circle and the leader says, “Step forward if…” The game then 
continues as described. For in-person play, you have more opportunities to do physical 
topics like, “Step forward if you can pat your head and rub your belly”. 



Here, Catch 
How to play 

First player mimes that they have a ball. The player shows the size, shape, and weight of 
the ball with their body movement. The first player says the name of another player, to let 
them know they will be throwing the ball to this next player. Once the other player 
acknowledges they are ready to receive the ball, then the first player ‘throws’ the ball 
(throwing motion toward the camera) to the next player. The next player receives the ball 
by miming the same size, shape and weight of the ball while ‘catching’ the ball. This 
second player can now change the size and shape of the ball, being very clear, and taking 
time with this change in showing the ball’s new attributes. The ball can be a marble, a 
basketball, a large bubble, a rock...any size or shape. There are no definitive rules to the 
object, just that the players take time with establishing the new object each time and 
respecting what someone has made by receiving the object with similar miming. 

Variations 
Getting to know you – If it is a new group getting to know each other then each player 
an introduce themselves when receiving the ball. Example: “Hi, my name is Teresa, and 
I’m 9 years old, and I have 2 brothers and a dog named Acer.” 

Category – If it is an established group then the players can name something in an agreed 
category when they receive the ball. Category examples: 

• Name multiples – ex. Multiples of 2 (2, 4, 6, 8, etc.)
• Name things that are green – ex. Grass, witches, my shirt I’m wearing, etc.
• Name fruits – ex. Watermelon, tomatoes, avocado

Idea and usefulness 
Establishing a pattern or ‘circle’ – this game is good for establishing an order for the 
group. You can review the order once the ball has been passed around to everyone. 
Similar to how you might go around a circle during an in-person session, now you know 
that Stewart always follows Maria, who follows Simon, who follows Emma, etc. 

Focusing energy and attention – This game helps the group to come together and focus 
on each other. There needs to be clear communication as to who has the ball and to whom 
they will be passing the ball. It requires the passer to get another person’s attention and 
the receiver to stay focused so that they can receive the ball as it is passed to them, 
noticing the new size, shape, and weight of the object. 

In person 
This game originated from an in-person warm-up game, so works very well live. The 
group stands in a circle and the ball is passed around in a random order (across the circle, 
etc.). It is a good starter for other circle games and for a group to get to know each other. 



Rock, Paper, Scissors 
High energy game to tap into tribal dynamics…rooting for your ‘team’, yet loyalty switches fast! 

Three Things (Minute 17:40 on attached video) 
How to play 
This is a ‘circle’ game where players go in turn according to an order. The first person will ask 
the next person to list three things in a certain category. The person they ask then needs to come 
up with three things in this category as quickly as possible. After they complete saying their 
three things, then everyone says together and claps “Three Things”. Example play: 
Player A to Player B: Three things…found on a boat 
Player B: An anchor, a beer cooler, my sunglasses 
All: Three things! 
Player B to Player C: Three things…that cause allergies 
Player C – dust, peanuts, tobacco 
All: Three things! 
Player C to Player D: Three things…to do on a Friday night 
Player D: cruise, sleep, watch “The Crown” 
All: Three things! 
Play continues in the ‘circle’ until everyone has said a category and listed a category. 

Note: The three items listed to not need to be ‘right’ answers, they just need to be answers. This 
is an association game, so whatever comes to mind for that person should be said and does not 
need to be justified. It is a high energy game so pausing and thinking should be minimal. The 
‘three things’ chant at the end of a list should be punchy and high energy. 

Variations 
 If the group needs more challenge then go to “Five Things”. Also the categories to list can be 
creative and abstract like, “Three things that are illegal.” 

Idea and usefulness 

Hand it Over 
Naming and passing an object from one person to another, virtually. 
Player A: “I have a trophy (real) and I’m passing it to Shawn.” (Player A extends trophy to 
camera and Player B reaches out with their own object toward the camera as if they are 
receiving an object. They act as if their object (in this case a slipper) is a trophy). 
Player B: “Thanks Beth. It’s a great trophy. I’ll pass it onto Tony.” (Repeat the ‘passing’ of the 
object which is really ‘passing’ of the attention to another person). 

Guess the Singer 
This game is simply for fun. Leader shares their audio and plays a piece of music that the group 
needs to guess, by typing their guesses into the chat. A good one is, “Must be Santa” by Bob 
Dylan. 



MOVEMENT 
 
Dance Party (minute 7:40 on attached video) 
How to play 

The group dances together, enjoying the music, along with making one another smile and 
laugh. The facilitator plays music (ideally using their computer’s audio by activating the 
‘audio share’ feature).  

 
Variations 

Free form – Start out the dance party with everyone moving to the music in their own 
way in their own space. Standing up is ideal. 
Follow the leader – The facilitator displays participants’ names on a slip of paper to 
show who is the new leader. Everyone then follows the new leader. The leader’s job is to 
help everyone be successful in following them. They are not trying to trick the followers 
but leading in a way that others can follow. Dancing is not what is important in this 
activity, but instead to have fun. So the leader can pretend they are walking downstairs 
(the head going out of site at the bottom of the screen as if walking down a staircase). 
Dancing with just the hands showing, or just the thumbs showing on the screen. 
Secret admirer – After a few seconds of free-form dancing each person chooses one 
other person to follow dancing. Everyone will be following everyone else. Some patterns 
may start forming. After the dance everyone can say whom they were following. 
Music genres – This is a great moment to share different styles and genres of music. Of 
course there is pop music of your own region, but it is fun for you (or a student) to 
research the top pop songs of another region or country. With iTunes and Spotify you can 
easily find the top hits of Croatia, Nigeria, Brazil, or Mongolia.  
Besides top hits, there are plenty of cultural songs, traditional dance music, and marches 
to explore and to ‘play’ together with. 

 
 
Idea and usefulness 

This exercise always invigorates a group whether when getting a meeting started or to 
shake new energy in the middle of a meeting. The combination of music, movement, and 
laughter are not easy to attain while meeting online but this one works like a charm every 
time.  

 
 
 
 



GROUNDING GAMES 
Grounding games are activities you can do with the group that are quieter and more tranquil in 
nature. They may involve reflection, drawing, or problem solving  
 
Six Word Memoir 
The New York Times has done a competition version of this. The idea is to write a summary to 
encapsulate your life, or philosophy, or big idea in just six words. It should be a quick game. 
First things that come to mind should be written. It is not a precious writing. Memoirs can be 
shared with the group. Here’s my example, “Ain’t afraid to biff the punch…”  
 
Other examples from https://www.sixwordmemoirs.com 
“Hope I inspire an entire chapter” 
“Live, laugh, love…is so wrong” 
 
 
Here’s Looking at You (minute 20:44 on attached video) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
How to play 

For this game, everyone needs a piece of paper and a pen/pencil 
The group is put into pairs. Each person in the pair is drawing the other person. When 
drawing the other person, they cannot look down at their paper. They can only look 
directly at the person they are drawing. This is a quick draw so only 30 – 60 seconds is 
needed for everyone to draw each other. 
Once the time is up, then the group shares their drawings. The results will look very 
Picasso-ish. The idea of this exercise is to emphasize the joy in doing, rather than having 
a perfect drawing. The drawings will have their own beauty, and it’s that appreciation 
that is being cultivated. The artists should title their work, sign it, and give it to their 
subject if they like. 

 
 
 
 
  



I’m Going on a Picnic 
Game of discovering patterns. 
https://www.thegamegal.com/2011/06/11/going-on-a-picnic/ 
 
Sausages (Meatballs) 
Game of questions. In this game the answer is always “sausages”. The trick to this game is 
coming up with questions that would be funny with the answer “sausages. For example, Player A 
asks Player B, “What did you brush your teeth with this morning?” Player B says, “sausages”.  
Players will notice which type of question and phrasing has the funniest effect. 
 
Confessions 
Everybody changes their Zoom name to ‘x’. The leader can ask the group questions and people 
will put their answers in the chat. The answers are anonymous because the names are all ‘x’.  
The leader can ask the group to type in the chat a surprising fact about themselves. Everybody 
types in a surprising fact but does not yet push ‘return’. On the leader’s signal everyone pushes 
‘return’ at the same time. The answers then ‘waterfall’ into the chat. This way you cannot tell 
who sent which comment since they all went into the chat at the same time and are all from ‘x’. 
The group can go through the surprising facts and start to guess which one belongs to whom. 
 
Why/Because 
Players write down on a paper a Why question. Such as: 
Why is the sky blue? or, 
Why do I have orange hair? or,  
Why do dogs bark?  
 
Players than turn their paper over. On the other side of their paper they write a Because phrase. 
The because phrase is not associated with the why sentence.  
Such as: 
because Santa Claus has a big belly 
because my computer was expensive 
because roosters crow loudly 
 
In a circle players will alternatively read their Why and Because phrases: 
Player A to Player B: Why do I hate mushrooms? 
Player B: because money doesn’t grow from trees. 
 
Player B will then read their Why sentence and Player C will read their Because statement. 
 
  



Copy my Drawing 

How to play 

Players go into break out rooms as pairs. Player A will have a very simple drawing (example 
below), which Player B cannot see. Player B is going to replicate the drawing of Player A based 
on the description that Player A gives. Player B can ask any question to Player A in order to 
confirm or get more details on the drawing. The players have 5 - 8 mins to make the drawing 
together. After this time they can look at each other’s drawings to see how close they got.  

Discussion should follow on what worked in the blind draw and what did not work. This can be 
linked to communication in general on the importance of listening, being concrete and specific, 
and also to ask the right questions. 

  



STORYTELLING 
 
Remember that Time (minute 29:56 on attached video) 
Members of the group decide on an aspiration together. For example, writing a novel or going 
on a trip or opening a store. In a circle each member of the group speaks as if the aspiration has 
been accomplished successfully. Each player starts their talk with “Remember that time…” For 
example, if the group decides they’ve each written a novel then play may be:  
Player A: “Remember that time…when I had difficulty ending the story and you had the great 
idea to have each character link back to their childhood selves. Do you remember that?” 
Player B: “Oh yay, I remember that. And do you remember when we cold called the publisher to 
see if our draft had yet been read. They hadn’t read it but then put our manuscript at the top of 
the pile because of that call.” 
Player C: “That’s right! And do you remember…” 
 
It’s a way for a group to form an aspiration together, where they can envision success. 
 
 
Fortunately/Unfortunately 
How to play 
The group is going to tell a story together, by taking turns in telling the story. As each person 
begins their part of the story, the words 'fortunately' and 'unfortunately' are alternated. 
 
For example: 
Player 1: Fortunately, it was a warm day and everyone was outside playing, biking, hiking, and 
swimming.  
Player 2: Unfortunately, there was a very strange aroma that caused most folks to gag upon 
whiffing it. 
Player 3: Fortunately, for a few people this aroma gave them superpowers. 
Player 4: Unfortunately, the main superpower it gave them was to make more of the foul smell. 
 
 
 
  



ABC Dialogue 
How to play 

The group will tell a made-up story, with each person having a turn to tell another part of 
the story. Any everyday topic will do (“How to make a sandwich”, “My morning 
routine”, “On my way to school today”). As each person starts their turn to tell a sentence 
of the story, their sentence will start with a word that starts with the next letter of the 
alphabet. For example:  
-About an hour ago I made myself a tuna salad. 
-Before I did that, I washed my hands. 
-Carefully, I opened the tuna can. 
-D…. 

 
Hints 

Depending on the age and level of the group, you can do some preparation work. 
Students can write down the alphabet on a paper next to them which they can reference 
while the story is told. Students can have word lists next to them to help to find a word 
that starts with the letter. 
Establish an order which the story will flow from person to person. Use the ‘Here, Catch’ 
game, or another circle game, to make the order. Or, do alphabetical order by first name. 
This way students know when their turn is coming. 
 

 
Variations 
-Start in the middle of the alphabet – Ask the students which letter to start. If the letter 
is “W” then the story starts with a “W” word and winds its way through the alphabet, 
looping back to “A”, after “Z”, until it reaches “V”.  
-Have a student title the story 

 
 
 
GUESSING GAMES 
I’m going on a picnic (see grounding games) 
 
Astronaut in Trouble 
https://zoomjam.org/?p=193 
 
 
  



EXPERT GAMES 
New Clichés 
The leader asks the group to put some arbitrary words in the chat. The leader than gets two 
people to play the game. The leader then selects two words from the list of chat words and gives 
the words to Player A. Player A must create a cliché which incorporates these two words. Player 
B then needs to give the meaning and background of the new cliché. 
For example: 
The two words are ‘shake’ and ‘robot’ 
Player A creates the new cliché, “A robot without a chocolate shake is like a rabbit without a 
headband”. 
Player B then acts like this is a real cliché and makes up the meaning. This is an old hunter’s 
saying back when hunter’s used robots to kill rabbits. Robots were powered by the caffeine in  
chocolate shakes. The robot identified their prey (rabbits) based on the tiny signs that were glued 
to their heads by hunters. The cliché is used when something is very obvious and needs to be 
followed by the letter.  For example: 
You need to first toast bread before you put butter on it. Kind of like a robot without a chocolate 
shake is like a rabbit without a headband. Duh! 
 
  



Power Point Slideshow (minute 52:53 on attached video) 
 
How to play 
Two players will be experts on a topic and do a presentation using a Powerpoint presentation. 
However, the players have never seen the slides and won’t know what the topic is until they get 
started. This leader to share their screen with a previously created powerpoint presentation.  

The players need to act as if they know exactly what the topic is and exactly what the slides are 
all about. The success of this game is the players being committed on their expertise and also 
listening carefully to each other. Here is an example ppt slide on the topic of “Healthy Habits”. I 
am happy to provide a slide deck to you. 

  

 
 
Three Headed Expert 
Minute 41:29 on attached video 
 
  



SCENES 
Slow Motion 
How to play 

Two people act out a scene together completely in silence and completely in slow motion. 
The duo will be given a scenario such as: 

• Greeting a long-lost friend 
• Greeting a very friendly dog 
• Giving a surpise gift 
• Bowling a strike 
• Reading horrible news 
• Sprint finish (2 – 8 players) 
• Tug o War (2 – 8 players) 

The theme song from “Chariots of Fire” should be played while the players act out their 
scene. This adds a lot of comedy. Emphasize to the players to move very slowly, to watch 
each other carefully, and to ‘play’ together. They are telling a mini-story together. 

 
 

 
Above: A slow Motion scene of two people greeting after not seeing each other for many years. 
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